Episodes

Key Questions

1. The
Invitation

Class
Organization

Activities

Resources

1. Will you
take the
challenge to
Feb. 1 - 9 become a
sustainability
superhero
and make a
difference at
MLC? What
are the
costs/
benefits?

1. The principal comes around to each class
whole
and invites the students to become sustainabil- class
ity superheroes and help reduce the size of
MLC’s environmental footprint. The students
are asked to learn all they can on their trip to
Islandwood and then come back and use that
knowledge to help our school.
individual
students
2. Students write an Islandwood Anticipation
journal thinking about what they might learn on
the trip that will help them when they return.

paper for
class brainstorm list of
ideas.

2. My
Superhero

1. Students are asked on their return from Islandwood who their superhero will be and what
sustainability superpowers he or she will have.
They write their ideas in their Islandwood journals.

whole
class

Islandwood
journals

individual
students

plaster cast
material,
paint, blue
and green
fabric for
capes, vaseline, scissors, art
supplies

Feb. 13 March 3

1.Who will
my superhero be?
What power
will he or
she have
that will contribute to
creating a
smaller footprint for
MLC?

2. Students create a mask and a cape for their individual
students
superhero. These are displayed in the classroom.
3. A sustainability superhero biography is written. This biography is first written as a form
and then turned into a narrative.
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individual
students

journal
prompt

Goals and Assessments
Science- inquiry
process, ecosystems, watersheds, hypothesis testing, recycling, permeability, water testing

Math- scale, estimation, cost
analysis, volume
and area

Episodes
3. The
Problem

Key Questions

1. What are
some of the
ways that
Feb. 27 - the MLC
March 10 community
has a negative impact
on the environment?

Class
Organization

Activities
1. Brainstorm and list.
2. Students discuss in groups which of these
problems they could work on to help solve.
Groups report to the whole class. Emily will
provide background to the recycling issue.
3. Collect all garbage in each class for one
week. Sort, weigh, and categorize. (organic
waste is kept separately in a bucket) Possible
categories: glass, non-recyclable plastic, recyclable plastic, organic waste, landfill, not sure.
Results are posted outside each classroom.
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Resources

whole
class

chart paper
and pens

groups of
four

notepaper
for the
groups to
record their
ideas.

Goals and Assessments
Writing- persuasive writing,
analytical writing, imaginative
writing, narrative
writing, writing
for different purposes

Episodes
4. The
Projects

Key Questions

1. What projects could
our superheApril 3 - 7 roes take on
that would
address
some of the
problems we
see around
the school?

Class
Organization

Activities
1. The four classes come together in the auditorium to decide on the two projects that they
all want to work on. Kyle will head up the recycling project and Shane will head up the
runoff project.
2. Each superhero writes a journal explaining
why he or she is uniquely qualified to work on
the project. (recycling or run off reduction on
the playground)
3. Students are divided into two groups and
each group is headed by two teachers. Martha and Jeff will work on the runoff project,
while Claire and Ned will work on the recycling
project.
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Resources

whole
class of
four
classes

chart paper
and pens

individual

journal
prompt

four
classes in
two
groups of
mixed
age.

Goals and Assessments
Reading- reading in the content areas, research skills,
analyzing, reading for meaning
Speaking- persuasive speaking skills, preparing a speech
to communicate
and/or persuade

Episodes
5. The
Plan
April 10 14
April 17 21
April 24 28

Key Questions
1. What do
we need to
do?
2. How do
we get the
resources
we need?

3. How do
we educate
the rest of
May 1 - 5 the community about
May 8 what we are
12
doing and
why?

Class
Organization

Activities
This episode will be revised by Kyle and
Shane.

1. There are now two groups working on two
different problems. Each group is comprised
of students in all four classes. The students
meet in their problem groups to develop their
plan.
2. Students form groups of six to work on
plans for their project. The groups must be
heterogeneous according to the superpowers
of the superheroes in them.
3. The plans must include, drawings, lists of
materials, possible costs, possible funding
sources. Each superhero in the group must
make a contribution to the plan according to
his or her superpowers.
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two
groups
containing superheroes from
all four
classes

Resources

Social Studiescommunity involvement, politics and the environment,
neighborhood
issues
paper to list
group members

groups of
six

groups of
six

Goals and Assessments

graph paper,
colored pencils, drawing
paper and
lined paper

Geography- land
forms, topographical maps,
scale, contour
lines, geographical formations
Technology- use
of computer for
research and for
presentation and
communication

Episodes
5. The
Plan
(continued)

Key Questions

Class
Organization

Activities

4. Groups present their ideas to the whole
groups of
problem group. From these ideas a single ac- six
tion plan is created. This action plan is specific
and detailed. Each step of the action plan lists
a group who is responsible for carrying it out.
Ideas: layout, getting materials, writing grants,
construction, purchasing supplies, calling volunteers or experts, communications with the
MLC community, research, etc.
5. Students work in groups to carry out the
groups of
plans. Megan and Judy are used as experts to six
assist in the projects. People from the city
CSO project and people from the green
schools office are called in as needed.
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Resources
computers,
books, experts, materials for
building

Goals and Assessments

Episodes

Key Questions

6. The
Celebration

1. How can
we share the
work of our
sustainability
superheroes
with the rest
of the MLC
community?

May 1519
May 22 26

Celebration will
be on
Thursday, May
25 at
4:00 p.m.

2. How can
we encourage others
to join us in
creating a
smaller footprint for
MLC?

Class
Organization

Activities
1. Brainstorm and list. Students share ideas
for a celebration to educate the community
about what we have done with our two projects.

all four
classes

2. A celebration is planned, invitations sent out,
parents and community are invited. Part of the
groups of
celebration will probably involve an all school
six
gathering in order to share with the MLC student body.
3. Students work on different aspects of the
celebration in new groups.
4. The celebration involves a presentation in
the auditorium and a tour of the classrooms as
well as the project sites.
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groups
all four
classes

Resources
invitations,
slide show,
music,
scripts, etc.

Goals and Assessments

Episodes
7. Reflction
May 29 June 2
Portfolio
Night is
on
Thursday, June
1

Key Questions
1. What did I
learn from
becoming a
sustainability
superhero?
2. How has
this experience
changed the
way I think
about the
world, the
environment, and
my place in
it?

Class
Organization

Activities
1. Students do some reflective writing on these
questions. This writing becomes a final
evaluation and is included in a topic folder.
2. Students create a topic folder that documents all that their superheroes did from beginning to end. This topic folder is the main
piece of work shared at the spring portfolio
conference and includes drawings, journals,
pictures, plans, class charts, and individual
student work.
3. The topic folders are scored according to a
criteria shared at the beginning of the process
and will include presentation, content, artistic
effort, writing, and a point from the teacher to
reflect individual, personal growth.

3. How have
I learned to
reduce my
own environmental
footprint?
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individual

individual

individual

Resources
writing journals, materials for creating topic
folders (let’s
look for recycled paper
or some materials that
are environmentally
friendly.)

Goals and Assessments

